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Abstract
Legal drama is the media fiction genre dealing with the professions of lawyers, judges and police
and with law enforcement, including solving mysterious crimes or civil litigations. As such, it is
a form of FASP (Fiction à Substrat Professionnel, ‘Fiction with Professional Background’, Petit
1999) and plays an outstanding role in language learning (Isani 2006a, 2006b; Villez 2005) and
in the popularization of legal-specific contents and terminology for the non-expert audience
(Laudisio 2016).
Against this background, this study sets out to analyse samples from two corpora, made up
of the original scripts in English and the Italian fan-made translations of three legal dramas.
Drawing on Venuti’s (1995) distinction between ‘foreignizing’ and ‘domesticating’ approaches
and some classifications of the translation strategies in audiovisual products (Pedersen 2007;
Ranzato 2013), the focus is placed on the translation of Culture-Specific References (CSR)
connected to the US legal system and their translation into Italian.
The results show a tendency to substitute CSRs with references drawn from the Target Culture
(TC), which sometimes disregard the lack of equivalence between the source text in favour of a
domesticated and ‘ready-made’ translation of legal terminology. These results open the way to
further reflections on the reasons behind the translators’ choices, among which the intention to
neutralize the knowledge and cultural gap for a non-expert, non-American audience.

1. Introduction: corpus and methodology
One of the most challenging aspects of translation concerns filling the ‘cultural gap’
generated by the transposition of a text from its original language and culture to others. When the text to be translated is permeated with references to the procedures,
terminology and professional culture of a specific country and is an integral part of a
multimodal product including audiovisual elements, as in the case of legal drama, then
the translator is faced with even more difficult challenges. Starting from the studies
conducted on the translation of cultural references in audiovisual products, this paper
proposes to make a contribution to the state-of-the-art literature on screen translation,
as well as on legal discourse and the genres interlaced with the legal profession and
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culture, with the final aim of providing an overview of the role of cultural references in
legal drama and the possibilities of translation.
Reflecting the latest developments in screen translation, the corpus of texts under
analysis is made up of FanSubs, downloaded from the website OpenSubtitles.org and
produced by the community ItalianSubs. FanSubs started out as fan-made subtitles for
Japanese animes (Díaz Cintas and Muñoz Sánchez 2006; Chiaro 2009) and are the fruit
of a teamwork of semi-professional translators 1, generally fans of the subtitled series;
they are uploaded on the Internet immediately after each episode is aired, before the
official DVD translations come out. FanSubs differ from professional subtitles in that
they “are more daring and flout many conventions” (Chiaro 2009: 152), so that their
analysis can bring to the fore several uncommon and variegated translation strategies.
Still, their nature and function are basically the same as those of ‘official’ subtitles as
are the challenges for the translator. Besides cultural diversity, which is the focus of
this paper, some formal constraints also come into play and influence the translation
process: in fact, since subtitles appear and disappear from the screen and are supposed
to be as unobtrusive and efficient as possible, they are conditioned by time and space
constraints. They should take up a maximum of two lines, each containing 20-40 characters, the words of the original dialogue generally being reduced by 40-75 per cent
(Antonini 2005: 213; Chiaro 2009: 148), so that the reading process is made easier and
viewers can enjoy the images while following the written text with little effort. These
technical requirements lead to a series of linguistic operations and devices exploited by
subtitles translators, such as:
- the elimination of elements which do not modify the content;
- rendering, meant as the editing of aspects such as dialects, slang or taboo;
- condensation of the original syntax (Chiaro 2009: 148).
It can easily be inferred, then, that time constraints and the strategies used in order
to deal with them efficiently have a strong impact on the translations and the translators’ choices, which is also discussed in the Data analysis section below.
For the purposes of this research, three legal dramas have been selected, namely
The Good Wife (abbreviated as ‘TGW’, seasons 1-2), Suits (seasons 1-2) and Boston Legal (abbreviated as ‘BL’, season 1). Only the scenes set in the courtroom, the law firm, or
in sites where lawyers interact with peers, judges, clients, investigators, police officers
and similar characters and legal topics are discussed, have been selected for this study.
On the basis of previous studies (see Section 2) all references to the Source Culture
(SC) have been identified, up to 1000 occurrences. A contrastive analysis of the Source
Text (ST) and the Target Text (TT) in the focal points where CSRs were present has
made it possible to formulate hypotheses about the translators’ mental processes and
choices and to reconstruct them, while also bearing in mind their effect on the audience
and the ‘faithfulness’ to the original. Word-by-word ‘back translations’ of the Italian
FanSubs into English are sometimes offered to enable the readers to understand the
consequences of the translations on a semantic level. Despite the high number of examples quoted here, this analysis is therefore qualitative in nature and aims to provide a
1
The internal regulation of the ItalianSubs community provides for periodic admission of new
translators, who are required to pass a quality test to check their skills as translators (https://www.
italiansubs.net).
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pure description of a still unexplored genre, legal drama FanSubs, and the way their
producers (FanSubbers) deal with the transfer of cultural references in a second language and culture. The study also attempts to determine whether some consistency in
the strategies used for the translation of CSRs can be observed and what this potentially implies in the representation of alterity.
2. Culture-Specific References
Since the first appearance of Translation Studies, scholars have focused on the challenges of the translational process, among which the translation of the linguistic and
extra-linguistic references related to the Source Culture (SC) not present in the Target Culture (TC). Vlahov and Florin (1969: 438) referred to them as realia, i.e. words
“which constitute denominations of objects, concepts which are typical of a geographical
environment, of a culture [… which] have not precise equivalents in other languages.”
Realia were also the subject of interest of Leppihalme’s (1994, 1997) seminal studies on
culture bumps, which focus more generally on cultural “allusions”. The currently widespread denomination of Culture-Specific References (Franco Aixelá 1996, Chiaro 2009)
originated in a wave of studies conducted in the 1990s which generally dealt with the
translation ‘problem’ connected with these expressions: Nedergaard-Larsen (1993: 20910), for instance, talks of “culture-bound problems” referring to idioms, metaphors, and
the use of some grammatical categories; Mailhac (1996: 133-134) states that the opacity
of cultural references causes a problem for the target reader, and finally, in Franco Aixelá (1996: 58), culture-specific references are defined as “items whose function and connotations in a source text involve a translation problem in their transference to a target
text, whenever this problem is a product of the non-existence of the referred item or of
its different intertextual status in the cultural system of the readers of the target text.”
Translation Studies intersected with Media Studies in the first reflections and
analyses on Culture Specific References in Audiovisual texts, such as Gautier’s (1981:
111-112) classification of culture-bound elements in films. Later on, Chaume (2004)
acknowledged the urgent need for a contribution of Translation Studies in the exegesis
of audiovisual texts by means of a specifically aimed integrated model of analysis based
on systematic approaches. He underlined the importance of distinguishing the text’s
“external” factors (such as professional or historical factors) from “general” translation problems, including linguistic, contextual, pragmatic and cultural difficulties, and
taking both into account when analysing Audiovisual Translation. This new awareness
opened up a new wave of studies on AVT, which encompassed the analysis of the elements more strictly related to language and culture. Díaz Cintas and Remael (2007),
for instance, dedicated a whole section to the translation of language- and culture-specific issues, including emotionally charged language, culture-bound terms, songs and
humour. Pedersen (2005, 2007) has also provided an important contribution to the
studies on the translation of culture-bound elements in audiovisual texts. In particular, he defined (2007: 30) ‘Extralinguistic Cultural References’ (ECRs) as “expressions
that refer to entities outside language, such as names of people, places, institutions,
food, customs etc., which a person may not know, even if s/he knows the language in
question”, a definition very close to Ramière’s (2006) “Culture-Specific material”, i.e.
any verbal sign which is specific to the original sociocultural context of the audiovisual
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product and that therefore creates a translation problem, since it does not exist in the
Target Culture.
Several contributions on the translation of culture in AVT are contained in Díaz
Cintas’s (2009: 44) volume, including Pettit’s (2009) study of cultural signs, i.e. signs
which “contain [...] culture-specific information, verbal or nonverbal, transmitted aurally or visually” in a corpus of films in English and their dubbed French versions, and
Gottlieb’s (2009) study of “localisms” in Danish productions and their translation into
English and vice versa. In actual fact, studies on the translation of CSRs in audiovisual products, whether focusing on dubbing or subtitling, have attracted the attention
of studies from all over Europe, especially from Spain, France and Italy (which are
“dubbing countries”, as stated in Chiaro 2009: 143) and more recently other countries
such as Greece – e.g. Kostopoulou (2015) on the analysis of translation from Greek into
English based on Franco Aixelá’s (1996) taxonomy. Santamaría Guinot (2001a, 2001b,
2010) and Baños Piñero (2005, 2009, 2010) have offered insights on the translation of
CSRs present in the source English text into Spanish and in particular, Baños Piñero
(2005) shifted the focus of research towards the translation of cultural references in TV
series.
As far as Italian is concerned, the work edited by Baccolini, Bollettieri Bosinelli and
Gavioli (1994) on dubbing and linguistic and cultural transposition paved the way for
a whole line of research on cultural transfers in Italian dubbing and subtitling, which
includes other pioneering works such as Heiss and Bollettieri Bosinelli (1996), Antonini
and Chiaro (2005), Pavesi (2006) and Freddi and Pavesi (2009). Research has also gradually focused on diverse and more specific aspects of culture, thus including not only
references to objects and terms of the Source Language, but also wordplays such as
those based on paronomasia, irony, satirical sketches, ‘politically incorrect’ jokes, taboo
(Bucaria 2009; Chiaro 2007) and even compliments (Bruti 2009) and greetings (Bonsignori and Bruti 2014). The latter give an overview of the possible translational solutions to culture-bound problems when translating TV series into Italian (for instance,
changes in the syntactic structure and lexis, reduction and omissions) and analyse the
different perception of compliments and greetings on the part of the target viewers.
More specifically, a series of studies focusing on the (un)translatability of humour grew
out of Chiaro’s (1996) and Zabalbeascoa’s (1996) works on the translation of jokes and
later evolved into an interdisciplinary approach to Humour Studies as applied to Screen
Translation (Chiaro 2004; Zabalbeascoa 2005; Antonini 2005).
Chiaro (2009: 155) makes a useful distinction between the types of “translational
hurdles” that dubbers and subtitlers have to deal with, i.e.:
1. highly culture-specific references (e.g. place names, references to sports and festivities, famous people, monetary systems, institutions, etc.);
2. language-specific features (terms of address, taboo language, etc.);
3. areas of overlap between language and culture (songs, rhymes, jokes, etc.).
More recently, Ranzato (2014: 223) has proposed a model to classify cultural references starting from the basic assumption that they are to be distinguished between
“realistic” and “intertextual”:
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The former are references to non-fictional persons, objects and events: living or once living
people, food, currency, institutions, celebrations and everything which composes our reality. The latter are intended as explicit or indirect allusions to other texts, which create a
bond between the translated text and other literary, audiovisual or artistic texts.

This distinction allows for an all-encompassing view of culture-bound references in
audiovisual translation. Moreover, to the best of my knowledge, Ranzato (2013) is also
the author of the most recent and detailed analysis of Culture-Specific References in
English/American TV series and their translation into Italian, which also provides a
useful theoretical and methodological background (referred to in Section 3, where the
most significant classifications of the strategies used to translate CSRs are presented
in detail). Against this extremely variegated background, which encompasses the analyses of a wide range of different cultural aspects and audiovisual genres, this research
sets out to investigate a very specific aspect: culture-specific references related to law
in legal TV series and their translation into Italian in FanSubs.
3. Translation of Culture-Specific References
When approaching culture-related issues in translation, references to Venuti’s
(1995: 19-21) distinction between foreignization and domestication are inevitable. In
analysing the relationship between a (target culture/language) reader and a (translated) text, Venuti (ibid.: 5) identifies two opposite trends, one making the content of a
text “intelligible and even familiar to the target-language reader”, and bringing the text
towards the reader (domestication); and the other preserving the linguistic and cultural
features of the ST and manifesting the ‘other’ culture, regardless of a defamiliarizing
effect on the target reader (Ramière 2006).
On the basis of Venuti’s polarization, several scholars have proposed their classifications of the strategies used to translate cultural references, some of which derived
directly from the application to audiovisual texts. Vinay and Darbelnet (1977) proposed
one of the first classifications of strategies for the translation of culture-specific references which has inspired, among others, the one offered by Nedergaard-Larsen (1993:
219), containing transfers and loans, direct translation, explicitation, paraphrase and,
most importantly, adaptation to the TC. Franco Aixelá (1996: 60) provided a view of
these strategies along a “continuum of various degrees of intercultural manipulation”,
in which it is possible to assign to each translation strategy a certain degree of foreignization or domestication. This continuum has also been illustrated by Ramière (2006)
who underlines the difficulty of placing ‘neutralization’ and ‘omission’ among domesticating or foreignizing strategies as they basically erase any reference to another culture, sidestepping the problem of the cultural gap (Figure 1).
Pedersen’s (2007: 31) taxonomy distinguishes subtitling strategies according to
a lesser or greater intervention by the translator, placing ‘minimum change’ strategies in contrast with ‘intervention’ strategies and, like Ramière, considers ‘omission’ a
self-standing category (Figure 2).
‘Cultural substitution’ is central to Pedersen’s (2007: 32) analysis: it is the strategy which “replaces an unknown reference with a known one, either from the source
culture (SC) or from the target culture (TC)”. In reality, cultural substitution can also
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Figure 1. Ramiere’s (2006) distinction between foreignizing and domestication strategies
in the translation of CSRs

Figure 2. Pedersen’s (2007: 31) classification of translation strategies for Extralinguistic
Cultural References

take place by means of a ‘transcultural ER’ which resorts to a third culture reference
known to both the Source and the Target Culture. The use of a ‘transcultural’ ECR
implies distancing oneself from the original reference in the ST in favour of references
culturally closer to the subtitles reader, as well as greater creativity from the translator – thus breaking Levý’s (1967: 156) ‘minimax’ strategy. It often brings with itself a
‘breach of reference’ and the consequent risk of a ‘credibility gap’, e.g. when reference is
made to elements of the TC which the audience knows are not part of the SC, therefore
causing ‘credibility’ or ‘authenticity problems’ and causing the subtitle to be perceived
as incorrect (Pedersen 2007: 33). On the other hand, the use of transcultural ECRs can
also have a ‘standardizing’ effect, i.e. rendering the foreign culture elements with more
familiar and accessible cultural references.
Cultural substitution by a target culture ECR, on the other hand, removes a foreign
element and replaces it with a domestic one and is therefore the most domesticating
strategy. As Pedersen (2007: 38-39) showed, it is the most common strategy employed
to translate titles and terms in the governmental sector. It often leaves no room for the
target reader to perceive the substitution of the original cultural reference and creates
no credibility gap, also because it often acts by replacing ST ECR with its ‘official’ equivalent in the TC. Official equivalents are established either by an “official decision by
someone who has authority over the ECR in question” or through ‘entrenchment’, i.e.
“if a SC ECR is always rendered in a particular way in the TC” (ibid.: 36). As shown in
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Section 5, this type of strategy is particularly fruitful in the translation of legal terminology, which often draws on official and ‘entrenched’ translations. Besides avoiding
credibility gaps, TC cultural substitution also conveys connotations in a space-efficient
way, which is essential in subtitles since time and space constraints require a condensation of the spoken text.
4. Legal drama and legal-specific Cultural References
As demonstrated in previous research (Laudisio 2016), legal drama is a kind of TV
series set at the interface of fiction and reality, with a focus on the specialized field of
law and the legal profession. It is a shining example of FASP (Fiction à Substrat Professionnel, Petit 1999), where the plot, characters and source of literary inspiration are
defined by and dependent on a specialized professional environment: in legal drama,
legal professionals are shown in “all the places they work and going about all their
possible activities. […] They plead in courts, but it is in the offices of the firm that they
meet clients, listen to and advise them, negotiate with other parties, do research in case
law and prepare arguments” (Villez 2005: 34-35).
Studies on legal TV FASP have shown that it can serve an educational function,
especially in ESP classes, being instrumental in teaching and transmitting knowledge
on three main levels:
1) the content level, since it conveys information about the professional background
and the specific domain in which FASP is set and helps build a ‘capital of knowledge’
related to that domain (Isani 2006a, 2006b; Laudisio 2016: 123-124);
2) the cultural level, meaning culture as in ‘high culture’ (human activities related
with art, music, classic literature etc.: see Isani 2011: 9); as ‘societal culture’, and as
‘professional culture’, i.e. the “intra-, inter- and extra-professional interlocutors who
interact with a particular professional community, its relevant institutions, basic values, modes of functioning, history and traditions and the issues it is confronted with”,
allowing learners to acquire a “professional cultural competence” (ibid.: 36);
3) the linguistic/discursive level, as the specialized terminology of a scientific/professional domain and exchanges in professional milieus, including dialogues between
professionals, is impossible to separate from the professional background portrayed in
the fiction (see Villez 2005: 75).
Seen from the ESP perspective, legal drama is an example of ‘genre embedding’,
where a “particular generic form, it may be a poem, a story or an article [is] used as a
template to give expression to another conventionally distinct generic form” (Bhatia
1997: 191): a whole range of different genres ‘borrowed’ from the legal profession are embedded within the TV series template narrating stories in episodes. The appropriation
of generic textual features results in the high occurrence of Culture-Specific References
connected to legal discourse, which also come to be a central and constitutive element of
this genre and as such are the focus of this article. For the analysis of CSRs in the legal
drama corpus both Pedersen’s (2007) above-mentioned taxonomy and Ranzato’s (2013)
will be taken as methodological reference. Ranzato’s (2013) classification, as opposed to
Pedersen’s (2007), is not based on the mental processes behind the translator’s choice,
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but on merely linguistic criteria, which include intervention at the grammatical, lexical
and syntactic level. In fact, the strategies identified by Ranzato (2013) are:
1) Loan, i.e. “a verbatim repetition of the CSR as it was found in the SC”; as in this case:
Original script
I have a signed affidavit from ASA Alex Phelan stating that Peter Florrick has asked him to influence
Your Honor into granting bail (TGW 1x08).
Italian FanSubs
Ho un affidavit firmato dal Sostituto Procuratore Alex Phelan, che dichiara che Peter Florrick gli ha
chiesto di influenzare il giudice per assecondare la libertà provvisoria*

* ‘Affidavit’ is generally translated with a loan, although there are cases in which it is translated by means of a paraphrase:
Your Honor, this is an affidavit from the clerk at the Lake Avenue Motel saying that Mr. Rivers spent the night with Kelli Gerber Smith
on nine occasions. (TGW 1x16).
Vostro Onore, qui c'è una dichiarazione giurata del concierge al Motel Lake Avenue che dice che il signor Rivers ha passato la notte lì
con KelliGerber Smith nove volte.

Table 1

2) Official translation, a “recognized term, already available in the TC”, a “readymade strategy” for the translator generally obtained through loan, calque or substitution, e.g. Supreme Court à Corte Suprema;
3) Calque, i.e. a literal translation of a non-existing term in the TC, e.g. reasonable
doubt
à ragionevole
dubbio; this strategy includes quotations and word by word transTable
1
lations of lengthy excerpts;
4) Explicitation, i.e. “a form of definition of the CSR by means of an explanation, of
addition of information”, including more popular or generic terms to define the same
item, e.g.:
Explicitation by adding
Rilascio in vista dell’appello
(release in view of the trial)
Member of the Capital Litigation Bar
Abilitata a seguire casi penali
(TGW 2x01)
(habilitated to follow criminal cases)
Explicitation of acronyms
DUI (TGW 1x09)
Guida in stato di ebbrezza
(Driving Under Influence)
CPR (TGW 1x15)
Rianimazione cardio-polmonare
(Cardio-Pulmonary Reanimation)
Pretrial release (TGW 1x08)

Table 2

5) Generalization by hypernym, i.e. replacing a CPR with “one or more words having a broader meaning than the given element” (e.g. attorney-client privilege à segreto
professionale, see below);
6) Concretization; i.e. making a general concept more specific by using a hyponym;
7) Substitution, mainly corresponding to Pedersen’s (2007) cultural substitution,
in subtitles it can be particularly useful to substitute lengthy cultural references with
shorter ones, although the substitution may not have ‘functional’ reasons (see above);
8) Lexical recreation, i.e. the creation of a neologism, generally motivated by a neologism in the ST;
Table 2
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9) Compensation, i.e. “when a loss in one point of the translation is compensated for
in another point of the same translation”;
10) Elimination, when a CSR which was in the ST is not present in the TT, e.g.:
“No, they can’t. Double jeopardy. He’s been tried, cleared” à No, non possono. È stato
già processato e rilasciato (No, they can’t. He’s already been tried and released, TGW
2x02); in this case the translators chose not to use an equivalent Italian technical term
(like the expression ne bis in idem) but to retain the explicative sentence. Elimination
can also be partial, as in word couplets translated by a single word, e.g.: null and void
à nullo (TGW 1x17);
11) Creative addition, i.e. a subjective authorial intervention by the adapter, dictated by his/her personal taste, often contributing to explicitate the CSR, e.g. ‘Small’ à
taglia Small (Small size, see below), or to obtain humorous effects.
This classification will be used as a methodological reference together with Pedersen’s (2007) to describe legal-specific cultural references in legal drama both at the level
of their linguistic structure and semantics and of the translator’s choices.
5. Data analysis
In the legal drama corpus, references to public and governmental institutions are
particularly frequent, and FanSubbers mostly avail themselves of what Pedersen (2005)
calls Cultural Substitution by a TC ECR, as with several other culture-specific references related e.g. to the trial phases. A classification of CSRs which specifically focuses on
institutional references, especially with regard to the legal field and thus applicable to
legal drama, is offered by Antonini and Chiaro (2005: 39):
1) Place names: Chicago Polytech (Politecnico di Chicago, TGW 1x08), Cook County
(Contea di Cook, in TGW 1x01, or Cook County, as in TGW 1x20 and 2x07);
2) Monetary systems, also in colloquial expressions: a million bucks (un milione di
dollari, TGW 1x17); 50 grand (explicitated in 50 mila, i.e. ‘50 thousand’ in TGW 1x02);
3) National sports and pastimes;
4) Food and drink, e.g. ‘deep dish by the slice’ (pizza alta al taglio, explicitating that
it is a type of ‘thick’ pizza, TGW 1x03) and ‘white wine spritzer’ (spritzer di vino bianco,
TGW 1x09).
5) Holidays and festivities, e.g. Shabbath (unvaried, as it belongs to a third culture,
in TGW 1x07);
6) Books, films and TV programs, e.g. CSI: NewYork (TGW 1x18); The New York
Times (TGW 1x19); Social Network (a film, TGW 2x14) all left unvaried because they
are known by their English titles in Italy.
7) Celebrities and personalities, as in the following cases:
Original script
- Wouldn’t you benefit, even if only in the form of lowered spousal support?
- I guess, but I’m not Warren Buffett. (TGW 1x02)
Italian FanSubs
- Ma lei non ne beneficerebbe quanto meno in termini di diminuzione del mantenimento?
- Penso di sì, ma non sono Warren Buffett.

Table 3

Table 3
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Original script
Steven Spielberg did a pre-nup on a napkin.
Didn’t hold up, which is why Amy Irving is the richest out-of-work actress in Hollywood. (Suits 2x06)
Italian FanSubs
Steven Spielberg fece un accordo prematrimoniale su un tovagliolo.
Non resse. Ed è per questo che Amy Irving è l’attrice senza lavoro più ricca di Hollywood.

Table 4

Original script
Table
4 makes a good speech here, but this is a fender-bender, not a multimillion-dollar
I say Atticus
Finch
lawsuit. (TGW 1x02)
Italian FanSubs
Dico che Atticus Finch qui ha fatto un gran discorso, ma si tratta di un incidente di lieve entità, non
di una causa multimilionaria.

Table 5

Table 5

8. Institutions (including judiciary, police, military), including:

a. Legal formulae: e.g. ‘All rise’ (In piedi); ‘Objection overruled/sustained’ (obiezione respinta/accolta); ‘Motion is granted/denied’ (mozione accolta/respinta), generally
translated by means of corresponding or similar formulae in the TC legal system or by
means of ad-hoc formulae used as standardized translations in audiovisual products;
b. Courtroom forms of address: e.g. ‘Your Honour’ (Vostro Onore); ‘Ladies and Gentlemen of the jury’ (Signore e Signori della giuria);
c. Legal topography, as in the following case:
Original script
- High court is our last stop.
- High court?
- Texas doesn’t have a Supreme court. They have two High courts, one for civil, and one for criminal.
(BL 1x17)
Italian FanSubs
- La Corte Alta è la nostra ultima possibilità.
- Corte Alta?
- In Texas non hanno la Corte Suprema. Hanno due Corti Alte, una per il civile e una per il penale.

Table 6

Table 6

or in the following examples:
Original script
Illinois State Supreme Court
(TGW 1x09)
Internal Affairs (TGW 1x23)
Internal Affairs (TGW 1x18)
Grand Jury
Seventh Circuit (TGW 2x09)
Sixth Circuit (Suits 1x01)
Sheriff’s Department (Suits 1x04)
DOJ / Department of Justice
(Suits 1x06)
Criminal Investigation Command

Italian FanSubs
Corte Suprema dell’Illinois
Affari Interni
La Disciplinare
Gran giurì
Settimo Circuito
Sesto Circuito
Dipartimento dello Sceriffo
Dipartimento di Giustizia

Comando Investigazione Criminale

¦

Original Script
Italian FanSubs
Illinois State Supreme Court
Corte Suprema dell’Illinois
(TGW 1x09)
Internal
AffairsOF(TGW
Affari
Interni
THE
ADAPTATION
LEGAL1x23)
CULTURE-SPECIFIC REFERENCES
IN CROSS-CULTURAL
REWRITING
Internal Affairs (TGW 1x18)
La Disciplinare
Grand Jury
Gran giurì
Seventh Circuit (TGW 2x09)
Settimo Circuito
Sixth Circuit (Suits 1x01)
Sesto Circuito
Sheriff’s Department (Suits 1x04)
Dipartimento dello Sceriffo
DOJ / Department of Justice
Dipartimento di Giustizia
(Suits 1x06)
Criminal Investigation Command
Comando Investigazione Criminale
(TGW 2x02)
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Table 7

7
In Table
all these
cases except one, the translation into Italian is based on word-by-word
translations (e.g. Dipartimento dello Sceriffo) or standardized adaptations into Italian
(e.g. gran giurì). The only exception is recorded in episode 1x18 of The Good Wife, where
Internal Affairs is translated as la Disciplinare. This term has been coined as an elliptic
form of Polizia Disciplinare or Sezione Disciplinare and refers to specific authorities
which are in charge of controlling the ethical behaviour of police organs. On the basis
of the information provided by the general context in which the term is used, the translator has chosen to use a more specific term referring to a specific office of the same authority (creative addition) and at the same time to resort to a TC cultural substitution:

d. Agents, e.g. types of judges and attorneys:
Original script
State’s Attorney
District Attorney
ASA
ADA

Table 8

Italian FanSubs
Procuratore / Procuratore di Stato
Procuratore distrettuale
Assistente Procuratore di Stato
Assistente Procuratore Distrettuale

As in the cases shown in c), in the translation of ‘agents’, standardized equivalents
Table 8
are preferred (cf. Chiaro 2009: 156 on the translation of District Attorney as Procuratore distrettuale). Similarly, explicitation strategies are also frequent, as in the case
of the explicitated translations of the acronyms ASA and ADA, adapted as Assistente
Procuratore di Stato and Assistente Procuratore Distrettuale respectively.
This category could also encompass the appellatives given to the trial participants,
like Plaintiff and Defendant, whose translation can change according to the domesticating purposes of the FanSubber (Table 9).
In most cases, ‘plaintiff’ is translated as querelante. This term, which is often offered
as translation in general dictionaries, is used here to indicate a person reporting another for a criminal offence, even when it is not used in a criminal trial, but in a civil one (in
Suits 1x07, for instance, a defamation case is discussed). In The Good Wife 1x02, ‘plaintiff’ is translated as parte lesa (the injured party), consistent with the Italian terminology potentially usable for a criminal case as the one discussed. However, in The Good
Wife 1x19, the term attore (i.e. the person who initiates civil trials) is used, although
references are made to a bomb and a person’s death, so that they are probably discussing a criminal case. Of course, a translation which follows the distinction between the
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Original script
The Plaintiff(s) (Suits 1x07, 2x05)
Every plaintiff / Any of our plaintiffs (Suits 1x09)
Plaintiff’s counsel (TGW 1x23)
Plaintiff’s request (TGW 1x17)
Plaintiff’s motion (TGW 1x02)
The explosion killed the plaintiff… (TGW 1x19)
Defendant (TGW 2x01)
Defendant (Suits 1x07)

Italian FanSubs
La querelante; i querelanti
Ogni querelante / Uno dei nostri querelanti
L’avvocato del querelante
Mozione del querelante
Mozione della parte lesa
L’esplosione ha ucciso l’attore…
L’imputato
L’imputata

Table 9

Table 9

terms parte lesa (or vittima del reato) for criminal trials and attore (in giudizio) for civil
claims, would be more appropriate 2.
As for the ‘defendant’, imputato is the Italian term for a person indicted in a criminal trial (procedimento penale) and a substitution by means of a TC CSR is properly
applied for criminal cases. However, in the episodes in which the trials are civil and not
criminal (e.g. in Suits 1x07), the FanSubbers do not choose to use the Italian equivalent
terminology for civil trials, which is convenuto, but prefer imputato. This translation
choice underlines the fact that substitutions by means of a TC technical term do not
necessarily resort to a term which would have fitted the equivalent situation in the TC.
This may be due to two main different reasons: on the one hand, the FanSubbers may
not have been aware of the distinction made in the Italian legal system between convenuto and imputato, or they may have carelessly ignored it 3. On the other hand, if we
consider the huge amount of information and original, real material and texts available
on the Internet and on terminological data banks, which would have easily allowed
FanSubbers to acknowledge such a terminological difference, this translational choice
might also reveal the FanSubbers’ conscious attitude towards domestication, regardless of the semantic and pragmatic accuracy of the Italian terms used.
Antonini and Chiaro’s (2005) classification, however, does not include a category for
the legal principles and procedures which belong to a single culture (or State). These
terms are mainly related to public institutions, and include trial types or phases, as
well as courtroom procedures of the US legal system only, and can thus be considered
culture-specific (Table 10).
While for some of these terms translations are highly standardized (100% of cross-examinations are translated as controinterrogatorio, and a similar percentage of closing
argument/statement and summations are translated as arringa (finale)), others leave
room for different solutions. For example, the adjective ‘pretrial’ has given birth to
the calques pre-processo or pre-processuale, although the Italian equivalent preliminare
is generally used for this kind of hearing. Terms which are less widely known to the
average foreign audience and have generally no equivalent in the TC give rise to less
standardized translations. For example, the ‘voir dire’ phase, during which potential
2
3

My special thanks go to one of the anonymous referees who observed this.
Thanks to one of the anonymous referees who observed this.
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Original script
Bench trial, jury trial (TGW 1x13)
Pretrial hearing (TGW 1x01)
Pretrial motions (TGW 1x16)
Pretrial motion (TGW 2x01, 2x03, 2x08)
Emergency injunction
Emergency motion (TGW 1x16)
Voir dire (TGW 2x06)
Voir dire (TGW 1x04)
Opening statement (Suits 1x05, 1x07)
Closing argument (TGW 2x01)
Closing statement (Suits 1x07)
Summations (TGW 1x04)
Cross-examination (TGW 1x08, 2x11)

Table 10
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Italian FanSubs
Processo senza giuria, processo con giuria
Udienza preliminare
Questioni pre-processo
Mozione pre-processo, pre-processuale
Ingiunzione straordinaria
Mozione straordinaria
Voir dire, esame preliminare
Voir dire, colloquio
Dichiarazione d’apertura
Arringa finale
Arringhe finali
Arringhe
Controinterrogatorio

Table 10

members of a jury are questioned to see if they are suitable to judge without bias 4, is
retained in the Italian translations by means of a loan in two episodes, but in both the
term is explained on its second occurrence by means of a paraphrase (esame preliminare, preliminary exam), or even replaced with a more general word, or hypernym (colloquio, interview), which compensate for the opacity of the ‘voir dire’ loan.
9. Units of measurement
Original script

Italian FanSubs

Back translation
into English
A 300-kilo gorilla
An extremely reserved 45-kilo
boy.
- I weigh 49 kilos.
- Are you sure? Because this copy
of your driver’s license says you
weigh 55 kilos.
An 80-kilo man
Have you lost 18 kg since your
husband’s death?

600 pounds gorilla (TGW 1x07)
Un gorilla da 300 kg
98 pounds wallflower (TGW
Un ragazzo di 45 kg
1x09)
estremamente riservato.
- I weigh 110 pounds.
- Peso 49 chili.
- Are you sure? Because this copy - Ne è certa? Perché questa
of your driver’s license says you
copia della sua patente dice che
weigh 122 pounds (TGW 2x07)
pesa 55 chili.
180 pound man (Suits 2x06)
Un uomo di 80 chili
You’re 40 pounds lighter since
Lei è dimagrita di 18 chili dalla
before your husband’s death?
morte di Suo marito?
(BL 1x02)
From 3 feet away (TGW 1x18)
A distanza di quasi un metro
From a nearly one meter distance
5 (feet) 10 (TGW 2x10)
Più o meno 1 (metro) e 80
About 1 metre 80
It’s not 50 yards. […] It’s exactly
Non sono 45 metri. […] Sono 31 It’s not 45 meters. It’s exactly 31
34 yards. (TGW 1x08)
metri esatti.
meters.
7 degree weather (TGW 2x14)
Oltre 10 gradi sotto lo zero
Over 10 degrees below 0
- Could you read for me
- Potresti leggere l’oggetto
- Could you read for me
¦
item 7B?
numero 7B?
item 7B?
- “Women’s panties. Black […]
- “Mutandine da donna, nere
- “Women’s panties. Black […]
4
Small”.
[…]
[…]. Taglia Small”. […] All web sources
Smallwere
size”.last
[…] accessed on 5 April
http://www.nolo.com/dictionary/voir-dire-term.html.
2017.
- What size was your mum?
- Che taglia aveva tua mamma?
- What size was your mum?
[…]
[…]
[…]
- I guess…a 12.
- Credo... una 46.
- I guess…a 46.
- 12 would be Large, not the size
- La 46 sarebbe una “Large”. Non - 46 would be a Large, not the size
la taglia di queste mutandine.
of these panties. (TGW2x06)
of these panties.

(BL 1x02)
From 3 feet away (TGW 1x18)
5 (feet) 10 (TGW 2x10)
It’s not 50 yards. […] It’s exactly
144
34 yards. (TGW 1x08)
7 degree weather (TGW 2x14)
- Could you read for me
item 7B?
- “Women’s panties. Black […]
Small”. […]
- What size was your mum?
[…]
- I guess…a 12.
- 12 would be Large, not the size
of these panties. (TGW2x06)
Table 11

A distanza di quasi un metro
Più o meno 1 (metro) e 80
Non sono 45 metri. […] Sono 31
metri esatti.
Oltre 10 gradi sotto lo zero
- Potresti leggere l’oggetto
numero 7B?
- “Mutandine da donna, nere
[…]. Taglia Small”. […]
- Che taglia aveva tua mamma?
[…]
- Credo... una 46.
- La 46 sarebbe una “Large”. Non
la taglia di queste mutandine.

From a nearly one meter distance
About 1 metre 80
It’s not 45 meters.ADRIANO
It’s exactly
31
LAUDISIO
meters.
Over 10 degrees below 0
- Could you read for me
item 7B?
- “Women’s panties. Black […]
Small size”. […]
- What size was your mum?
[…]
- I guess…a 46.
- 46 would be a Large, not the size
of these panties.

Table 11

As can be deduced from the selected excerpts above, units of measurements are
always domesticated: pounds are converted into kilos, feet and yards into metres, Fahrenheit degrees into Celsius degrees. Even clothes sizes are converted, and the American
‘12’ becomes an Italian ‘46’. The more international sizes Small, Medium, Large and
Extra-Large, although commonly used in Italy, are explicitly referred to as taglia (size)
in the Italian translation. This ‘creative addition’ (according to Ranzato’s (2013) taxonomy, see below) functions as an explicative device which makes the reference to clothes
size undoubtedly clear to the target audience.
10. Educational references to ‘high school’ culture (e.g. sorority mate, consorella, in
TGW 1x18) and the school system:

Original script
Two had Master’s degree (TGW
2x03)
Pre-school, Sunday school, grade
school (TGW 2x08)
Taught second grade (TGW 1x01)
God, I wish I had you on the Sixth
grade! (Suits 2x11)
This guy’s barely out of Law school
(TGW 2x17)
Didn’t you graduate Law school
with…? (Suits 1x01)
You get an “E” for Effort
(TGW 1x06)

Table 12

Italian FanSubs
Due avevano Lauree
Specialistiche
Scuola materna, elementare,
catechismo
Insegnava alle superiori
Dio, vorrei aver avuto te come
professore alle medie.
Quel tizio ha a malapena finito
la Scuola di legge
Non ti sei forse laureato con...
Meritate una “E” per lo sforzo

Back translation
into English
Two had Master’s degree
(‘Specialization’ Degree)
Nursery school, elementary
school, catechism
Taught at a high school
God, I wish I had you as a
teacher at secondary school!
That guy is barely out of Law
school
Didn’t you graduate with…?
You deserve an “E” for effort
(= sforzo)

Table
To 12
translate the concept of pre-school (synonym of pre-Kindergarten and nursery
school) the FanSubbers chose the Italian equivalent scuola materna which hosts children from three to five. ‘Grade school’ is associated with scuola elementare, although
they do not correspond completely: the school level corresponding to scuola elementare
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is that of ‘primary’ or ‘elementary school’, while the ‘grade school’ denomination also includes the following phase of ‘secondary school’ 5. Sunday school, a typically Protestant
institution providing extra education to children from six to 13 about religious themes,
is associated to the courses held in Italian Catholic churches to eight- and nine-yearold children before their Holy Communion, known as Catechismo, by means of a highly
domesticating strategy.
School ‘grades’ also seem to be a cause for confusion: in the United States’ system,
each school year corresponds to a grade (in Italian simply called anno, year), hence
the ‘grade school’ name. In Italy a grado is the whole level of education consisting of
three to five years of courses. This explains the translation of the sentence “taught
second grade” from The Good Wife 1x01 as insegnava alle superiori (‘she taught at high
school’), a school that is also known as ‘secondaria di secondo grado’ (second-grade secondary school). Although this translation is at some distance from the ST reference, it
fortunately did not affect the development of the plot and did not cause any credibility
gap in the audience.
In episode 2x11 of Suits, where ‘sixth grade’ is mentioned, the exact equivalence
within the Italian system is avoided: the sixth year in the Italian system corresponds to
the first year of media school, but only a general reference to the kind of school is made,
without specifying the year, therefore associating an omission and a generalization
strategy.
‘Law school’ is often translated as Laurea in Giurisprudenza (Degree in Law), although it is a post-graduate program which enables US graduates to work as an attorney (if they pass a Bar examination) and it is a further step after attending university.
Similarly, Italian lawyers have to be ‘qualified’ (abilitati) after an 18-month traineeship
program and an obligatory national examination, so that graduating from a Law Faculty is not enough to practise Law. For this reason, translating it as ‘laurea’ (Master degree) causes a loss at the reference and information level, despite being satisfactory at
the ‘effect’ level (Pedersen 2007: 33). Given the substantial overlapping of the American
and Italian systems, a law school graduation could have been more efficiently translated as abilitazione, instead of the misleading and confusing Scuola di legge.
In the last example, the judge comments on the lawyers’ defence strategy by saying
that they deserve an ‘E’ (grades in the US school ranging from A to F, and E being almost close to the ‘pass’ threshold), like the initial letter of the ‘Effort’ they made. As the
Italian translation for ‘effort’ is sforzo, the reference to the first letter of the word is lost.
As Chiaro (2009: 156) points out, “a schoolchild’s ‘F’ grade would [usually] be translated
literally despite the absence of a corresponding marking system in Italy.” Therefore, the
Italian audience is acquainted with the A-to-F grade system, but an equivalent in the
1-to-10 Italian system with a grade close to the Pass threshold (which is 6, so a 5 would
have been close) would have probably offered a more ‘fluent’ version in the TC.
Hearsay
‘Hearsay’ is a “testimony given by a witness who is not telling what he or she knows
personally, but what others have said” 6. Such testimony is therefore inadmissible in
5
6

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primary_school.
http://www.nolo.com/dictionary/hearsay-term.html.
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a trial in compliance with the ‘hearsay rule’ which “prohibits the use of out-of-court
statements” 7.
The term, composed of the two verbs ‘hear’ and ‘say’ joined to form a single noun,
is one of the most frequent types of objection, as a lawyer can object to the content of
a testimony if it was only heard and then reported in court by the witness and can be
functional to a coup de scène in which evidence, statements and declarations are held to
be unreliable and therefore excluded:
Original script
The prosecution now plans to introduce it into evidence. But they can’t, because it’s hearsay. (TGW 1x22)
Italian FanSubs
L’accusa ha intenzione di presentarlo come prova. Ma non possono perché è per sentito dire.

Table 13

Original script
- I never said that. He did.
Table 13
- Oh, that’s great. This way, if I level a charge for extortion, it’s hearsay, huh? (Suits 1x10)
Italian FanSubs
- Io non l’ho mai detto. Lui sì.
- Oh, fantastico. Così se sporgo denuncia per estorsione è per sentito dire, vero?
Table 14

Original script
Table 14It was a dying declaration and therefore an exception to the hearsay rule. […] For her to incriminate her
own son would be a declaration against her interest, which would also qualify as an exception to the
hearsay rule. (BL 1x11)
Italian FanSubs
Era una dichiarazione in punto di morte e quindi un’eccezione alla regola del ‘sentito dire’. […]
Incriminare il proprio figlio sarebbe stata una dichiarazione contro i propri interessi, che costituisce
un’altra eccezione alla regola del ‘sentito dire’.
Table 15

Table 15 Although an expression exists in the Italian legal system to express a similar con-

cept (testimonianza de relato), almost the totality of the occurrences of ‘hearsay’ are
translated into Italian by ‘sentito dire’, a word-by-word translation which proposes the
use of the same two verbs, though separated because of the grammatical constraints
imposed by Italian.
Nonetheless, alternative translations can be proposed in which the noun ‘hearsay’ is
translated without resorting to grammatical recategorization, but by means of a similar
noun in Italian, which has its roots in the verb ‘to say’ (dire): dicerie (Table 16).
Being a pivotal term in legal drama, hearsay has undergone a process of ‘entrenchment’, as Pedersen (2007: 36) defines it, by being systematically exported into a TC and
therefore becoming internationally known (Ranzato 2013: 116).
As shown by the examples, its diffusion led to a certain degree of standardization in
its translation as well. In most cases, a grammatical recategorization (or ‘transposition’,
as in Vinay and Darbelnet’s (1977) taxonomy) is used, where a SL noun is rendered
7

http://www.nolo.com/dictionary/hearsay-rule-term.html.
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Original script
Witness: After the last custody hearing, Michael was pretty worried about Jennifer…
Alicia: Objection, Your Honor.
Judge: On what grounds?
Alicia: Hearsay?
Judge: Nice try, Mrs. Florrick. (TGW 1x01)
Italian FanSubs
Back translation into English
Testimone: Ma, dopo l’udienza per la custodia,
Witness: But, after the last custody hearing,
Michael aveva paura che Jennifer...
Michael was afraid that Jennifer…
Alicia: Obiezione, Vostro Onore!
Alicia: Objection, Your Honor!
Giudice: Su quali basi?
Judge: On what grounds?
Alicia: Dicerie?
Alicia: Rumor?
Giudice: Ci ha provato, signora Florrick.
Judge: You’ve tried, Mrs. Florrick.

Table 16

Table 16
by means
of a verbal phrase in the TL. The alternative found in episode 1x01 of The
Good Wife brings to the fore the lack of consistency within the FanSubbers’ community, which does, however, leave room for a higher degree of variability in the proposed
translations. Even though both strategies result in a general lowering of the term’s degree of specialization, sentito dire is more neutral than dicerie, which commonly refers
to out-of-the-courtroom gossip-like exchanges and brings a negative connotation with
it. Yet, on the other side, it is functional on the space and time constraints level, since it
makes it possible to translate ‘hearsay’ by means of one single word of the same length.

Privilege
In the United States legal doctrine, Attorney-Client Privilege is
[a] rule that keeps communications between an attorney and client confidential and protects everything said between attorney and client from being discovered by the opposing
party during pretrial investigation, or used as evidence in a trial. The same type of privilege exists between physician and patient, clergy and parishioner, and spouses 8.

However, different types of privilege exist and their translation into Italian may be
tricky (Table 17).
Similarly to ‘hearsay’, the translation of different types of privilege tends to be
standardized: in most cases, FanSubbers chose to use segreto professionale (professional secret/privilege), a form of hyperonymy which entails a loss of a more specific
reference to the kind of ‘privilege’ discussed. In fact, both ‘patient-therapist’ and ‘attorney-client’ privilege were also dealt with under the umbrella term segreto professionale,
leaving disambiguation to the audience’s knowledge of the professional context and to
the visual elements present in the scene.
The first excerpt, from The Good Wife 1x19, manages to keep the reference to a form
of ‘privilege’ by resorting to compensation and translating ‘the privilege’ (referring to
8

http://www.nolo.com/dictionary/attorney-client-privilege-term.html.
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Original scripts
- Objection, Your Honor! Attorney-client privilege!
- Mr.Thiessen observed the conversation, Your
Honor, and is not covered by the privilege. (TGW
1x19)
You can’t use any of this. We have attorney-client
privilege. (Suits 1x10)
This is the late Mrs. Fenton’s therapist, and, as
such, any conversation they had is subject to
patient-therapist confidentiality. (TGW 2x06)

Table 17

Italian FanSubs
- Obiezione, Vostro Onore! Segreto professionale.
- Il signor Thiessen era presente alla
conversazione, Vostro Onore, e non è coperto da
tale privilegio.
Non potete utilizzare questi documenti. Dovete
mantenere il segreto professionale.
È l’ultimo terapeuta della signora Fenton e, di
conseguenza, qualsiasi loro conversazione è
protetta dal segreto professionale.

Table 17

the obligation to confidentiality) as privilegio, which in Italian only keeps the meaning
of a special right granted to a person.
To the hypernym segreto professionale a specification is added only when different
types of privilege are distinguished in the ST, as in the following case:
Original script
The laws in this country to protect against child-abuse supersede doctor-patient privilege, lawyer-client
privilege, but not priest-parishioner privilege?! (BL 2x10)
Italian dubbing
Back translation into English
La legge contro la violenza sui minori abolisce The law against child abuse abolishes the professional
il segreto professionale tra medico e paziente, secret between doctor and patient, between lawyer
tra avvocato e cliente ma non quello tra and client but not the one between priest and
parishioner?!
sacerdote e parrocchiano?!

Table 18

Table 18

It is interesting to notice, however, that in some episodes the reference to the type
of privilege may be kept, as in 2x19 of The Good Wife in which the attorney, Alicia, is
speaking to the judge trying to justify herself and at the same time pay due reference
to her respectable interlocutor:
Original script
Your Honor, I regret that I can’t answer that question, due to the bond of attorney-client privilege.
(TGW 2x19)
Italian FanSubs
Vostro Onore, mi rifiuto di rispondere a causa del vincolo dato dalla condizione cliente-avvocato.

Table 19

Table 19

Retaining a specification of the individuals enjoying privilege in the TL serves a
twofold purpose:
a) to highlight the speaker’s role as attorney, therefore establishing her own position
in the legal hierarchy;
b) to persuade the judge of the legitimacy of the lawyer’s action. This is also underlined by the use of condizione (condition) in lieu of ‘privilege’, a word bearing the
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idea of being passive or coerced in the choice and in the development of the facts under
discussion 9.
Leaving aside the differences in the approach of dubbers and (fan)subtitlers and the
different reading/visual constraints (Chiaro 2009: 144-152), the solution adopted above
demonstrates that it is possible to obtain an Italian equivalent which at the same time
keeps the reference to the Italian equivalent (segreto professionale) and specifies the
subjects of the privilege (cliente-avvocato), at the same time preserving the hyphenated
form of the American term:
Original script
Undoubtedly you’re familiar with the concept of ‘double jeopardy’. You’ve been acquitted. You can never
be tried for this crime. And, of course, anything that you say to me here is protected by attorney-client
privilege. (BL 2x02)
Italian dubbing
Back translation into English
Indubbiamente il concetto di ‘doppia condanna’ Undoubtedly the concept of ‘double conviction’ is
le è familiare e dato che Lei è stata assolta non familiar to you, and given that you’ve been
potrà mai più essere processata per questo acquitted, you may never be tried for this crime
crimine. E naturalmente qualsiasi cosa lei mi dica again. And, of course, anything you say to me here
qui è protetta dal segreto professionale cliente- is protected by the ‘attorney-client professional
avvocato.
secret’.

Table 20

Table 20 Felony

The classification of United States criminal offences in ‘felonies’ and ‘misdemeanours’ according to the seriousness of the offence and the consequent punishment 10 poses the problem of their equivalence into any other legal system and their translation.
The opposition between the two terms finds a formal equivalence in the Italian terms
delitto and contravvenzione, respectively two types of reato (or illecito penale). However,
observing the corpus data, the standardized Italian translation seems to be crimine, a
term which shares the same roots as the English ‘crime’ but is generally used in legal
theory and in legal academic discourse, and not in criminal procedure, where reato,
delitto or illecito (according to the type of offence) would have better reflected Italian
courtroom terminology (Table 21).
In other cases, however, for example when the word ‘felony’ is accompanied by other
words in forming legal-specific phrases, other translations can be proposed, as in the
following excerpt (Table 22).
In the case in Table 22, the defendant has been arrested and charged with her third
DUI (Driving under influence), which is a misdemeanour, and due to the force of the

9
It should also be noticed that not much attention is paid to the Italian collocation of verbs with the
equivalent terms which have been chosen to translate the original CSR. For instance, in the example
from TGW 2x06 in Table 17, the conversation is protetta (protected) by the segreto professionale, while
according to the Italian terminology, it would be coperta (covered). Similarly, the law against child abuse
can derogare (waive) or scavalcare (climb over) the privilege, and not abolire (abolish) it (Table 18) and a
vincolo is esercitato (exercised), not dato (given, Table 19). I wish to thank one of the anonymous referees
for this observation.
10
http://www.nolo.com/dictionary/felony-term.html.
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Original script
We’re talking about a felony crime here. We have
an obligation. (TGW 1x04)
Aggravated battery is a felony, Your Honor,
carrying a prison term of two to five years.
(TGW 1x09)
You’re under arrest for attempted murder. A
class X felony with a minimum sentence of six
years. (TGW 2x07)

Table 21

Italian FanSubs
Parliamo di un crimine qui: abbiamo l’obbligo di
dirlo.
Le percosse aggravate sono un crimine che
condanna dai 2 ai 5 anni di reclusione.
È in arresto per tentato omicidio. Un crimine di
classe X con una sentenza minima di 6 anni.

Original script
Table 21
The State’s Attorney is gonna want a felony conviction and 25 days at Cook County to use you as an
example. (TGW 2x07)
Italian FanSubs
Back translation into English
Il Procuratore chiederà una condanna di The Attorney is going to ask for a guilty conviction
colpevolezza e 25 giorni al Cook County per and 25 days at Cook County to use you as an
example.
usarti come esempio.
Table 22

Original script
Table 22And because the guard was killed in the commission of an alleged burglary, it’s felony murder. […]

We didn’t get bail because Brian cut a deal with the S.A. He got immunity on felony murder by taking
a lesser charge of burglary. […]
And if someone dies during the commission, it’s felony murder regardless of who killed him. (TGW
1x03)
Italian FanSubs
Back translation into English
E dato che la guardia è stata uccisa durante un And since the guard was killed during an
presunto furto, diventa un omicidio. […]
alleged theft, it becomes a murder. […]
Non abbiamo ottenuto la cauzione perché Brian ha We didn’t get bail because Brian made a
fatto un patto con il Procuratore. Ha l’immunità deal with the S.A. He has immunity on
sull’omicidio e si è preso un meno gravoso furto con murder by taking a less heavy charge of
scasso. […]
burglary. […]
E se qualcuno muore durante il furto è comunque And if someone dies during the theft, it’s
omicidio, indipendentemente da chi l’abbia ucciso.
murder anyway, regardless of who killed
him.

Table 23

‘third strike rule’, which allows a harsher sentence for someone’s third criminal ofTable1123
, she is likely to receive a harsher sentence, such as those given for felonies. The
fence
contrast between the DUI misdemeanour and a felony conviction, which is underlined
in the ST (“The State’s Attorney is gonna want a felony conviction”) is neutralized in
the TT. However, the FanSubbers partially express the gap between the defendant’s
expectations and the lawyer’s prediction by underlining the colpevolezza (guilt) element
of the conviction and enacting a compensation strategy concerning this aspect.
11

http://www.nolo.com/dictionary/three-strikes-term.html.
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In the following excerpt the word ‘felony’ is not used as a category for criminal offences, but in the phrase ‘felony murder’, i.e. “a killing that occurs in the course of a
dangerous felony, even an accidental death [that can] be charged against the felon as
first-degree murder […] even if the felon is not the killer [my emphasis]” 12 (Table 23).
Once again, the additional meaning of ‘felony’ seems to be neglected in favour of
a translation which aims at a higher familiarity with the audience, i.e. by only using
the word omicidio (murder), although the specific charge they are referring to is not a
murder directly committed by the defendant (“If someone dies during the commission,
it’s felony murder regardless of who killed him”) who, in actual fact, was only involved
in a burglary. Despite its breach of reference (see Pedersen 2007: 33-34), the omission
in the TT is effective and fulfils Levý’s (1967) ‘minimax’ rule in its first two occurrences,
whereas in the last sentence the omicidio translation does leave room for a potential
credibility and accountability gap in the Italian audience, who might be puzzled reading that someone can be accused of omicidio/murder although he did not kill a person.
Potential translations avoiding this type of gap might have been:
1) the use of a similar/equivalent term or hypernym in Italian (cultural substitution
by TC ECR), e.g. concorso in omicidio (involvement in homicide), or
2) a paraphrase or a creative addition, e.g. omicidio commesso durante un altro reato
(murder while committing another crime), or omicidio derivante da un altro reato (murder deriving from another crime).
‘Fruit of the forbidden tree’
Original script
Nice try Mr. Gardner, but there’s nothing here that rises to the level of ‘fruit of the forbidden tree’ so
you’ll have to do better than that.
[…]
Now Mr. Gardner, I’m finding new reason to reverse myself. I think you’ve made a very strong ‘fruit
of the forbidden tree’ argument. If I can’t trust Shores, then I can’t trust the evidence that’s tied to
him. (TGW 1x06)
Italian FanSubs
Back translation into English
- Bel tentativo, signor Gardner, ma non c’è niente qui Nice try, Mr. Gardner, but there’s nothing
che si innalzi al livello del “frutto proibito”, quindi here that rises to the level of ‘forbidden fruit’,
so you’ll have to do better.
dovrà fare di meglio.
[…]
[…]
- Signor Gardner, ora ho un motivo per tornare sui Mr. Gardner, now I have a reason to go back
miei passi. Penso che lei abbia trovato il suo “frutto on myself. I think you’ve found your
proibito”. Se non posso fidarmi di Shores, non posso ‘forbidden fruit’. If I can’t trust Shores, then I
can’t trust the evidence connected to him.
fidarmi delle prove a lui connesse.

Table 24

The24
‘fruit of the poisonous/forbidden tree’ is a metaphor used in US legal theory
Table
to refer to evidence obtained illegally and that, as a consequence, cannot be used as
exculpatory in a trial. It derives from the analogy between inadmissible/illegal evidence, seen as a ‘forbidden tree’, and the ‘fruits’ of this tree, i.e. all its possible uses,
12

http://www.nolo.com/dictionary/felony-murder-doctrine-term.html.
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implications and consequences, or between the illicit/unreliable source (the forbidden
tree) and the evidence it provides (the poisonous fruits of the tree) 13. In the example in
Table 24 the judge rejects Will Gardner’s motion to exclude some evidence due to the
fact that there is no reason to consider it ‘fruit of the forbidden tree’, since a connection
to an illicit or unreliable source had not been demonstrated. When the lawyer manages
to demonstrate that the source of the evidence (Mr. Shores) is unreliable, the judge
upholds Will’s motion to exclude the evidence. The reference to the source of the evidence is lost in the Italian translation, where the fruit is considered as forbidden per se
(frutto proibito) and not because it derives from a poisonous tree. When accepting Will’s
request, the judge explains why he is now persuaded and even defines Will’s argument
as ‘very strong’ because he cannot trust Shores. This helps explain why the evidence is
a ‘forbidden fruit’, but does not convey the tree metaphor to the Italian audience at all.
Other occurrences of the tree metaphor, however, demonstrate that it is possible not
to omit and neutralize it, without any creative effort by the translator: a literal translation is enough to convey the metaphoric expression to the target audience, especially if
embedded within an explicative sentence, as in the following case:
Original script
Yeah, but we got it with an illegally obtained text. It’s the fruit of the poisonous tree. We can’t use it.
(TGW 1x17)
Italian FanSubs
Sì, ma ce l’abbiamo grazie ad un messaggio ottenuto illegalmente. È il frutto dell’albero avvelenato.
Non possiamo usarlo.

Table 25

Table 25

Theft, burglary, trespass, breaking and entering
‘Theft’ is the generic term for all crimes in which a person intentionally takes the
personal property of another without permission or consent and with the intent to convert it to the taker’s use 14. Burglary does not necessarily imply a theft: it is “the crime of
entering a building with the intent to commit a crime” 15, which can also be, for instance,
a murder and not an appropriation without consent.
Entering any building through force, without authorization, corresponds to the
‘breaking and entering’ crime. When someone enters in order to commit a crime, it is
considered burglary. If there is no such intent, breaking and entering alone without
permission or authority may be illegal trespass, which is a misdemeanour 16.
In general, in Italian translations a theft corresponds to a furto, as the following
example shows:
13
In criminal law, legal theorists say that evidence discovered through unconstitutional means (such
as a forced confession or illegal search and seizure) may not be used as evidence against a criminal
defendant (http://www.nolo.com/dictionary/fruit-of-the-poisonous-tree-term.html).
14
Robbery (taking by force), burglary (taking after entering unlawfully), and embezzlement (stealing
from an employer) are different forms of theft; http://www.nolo.com/dictionary/theft-term.html.
15
http://www.nolo.com/dictionary/burglary-term.html.
16
http://www.nolo.com/dictionary/trespass-term.html; http://www.nolo.com/dictionary/breaking-andentering-term.html.
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Original script
Kid stole a chicken from Costco. Richardson agreed to a plea of simple theft, and supervised release.
(TGW 1x10)
Italian FanSubs
Ha rubato un pollo da Costco. Richardson accettò il patteggiamento a furto semplice e rilascio
controllato.

Table 26

Table 26 The asymmetry between the SC legal system and the TC legal system is evident in

an episode in which all the terms above are mentioned while settlements between the
opposing parties take place:
Original script
He got immunity on felony murder by taking a lesser charge of burglary and agreeing to testify against
Kenny. So what we need to do is... Establish there was no burglary. (TGW 1x03)
Italian FanSubs
Back translation into English
Ha l’immunità sull’omicidio e si è preso un meno He’s got the immunity on murder and took a less
gravoso furto con scasso, per aver accettato di heavy charge charge of burglary (“theft and
testimoniare contro Kenny. Quindi quello che breaking”) for accepting to testify against Kenny. So
dobbiamo fare è… Stabilire che non c’è stato what we need to do is... Establish there was no theft.
alcun furto.

Table 27

Table 27 The difference between ‘burglary’ and ‘theft’, similarly to the one between man-

slaughter and murder or between felony and misdemeanour, is likely to have no direct
equivalent in other cultures. As mentioned above, a burglary does not necessarily entail
a theft (an appropriation of someone else’s property), but only entering a building to
commit any crime. The repetition of the word ‘burglary’ is essential in this scene because it underpins the lawyers’ logical reasoning and strategy. Therefore, it would have
been advisable to translate it by using the same term twice; on the contrary, the Italian
translation proposed a cultural substitution with explicitation, furto con scasso (theft
and breaking) for the first occurrence of the term and the use of a hypernym furto (theft)
for the second one, which also corresponds to a different crime. It is important to note
that the person charged with burglary had not committed a theft, but is investigated for
someone’s death after he and his friend Brian had wrongfully entered a house, therefore the Italian translation does not fully comply with the narrated events.
Towards the end of the episode, when evidence is shown that no burglary or theft
had been committed and that the defendant was not responsible for the murder, the two
opposing counsel are bargaining for lesser offences (Table 28).
Once again, burglary is considered an equivalent of furto, though no reference is
ever made in the narration and in the reconstruction of facts to any appropriation of
someone else’s property. However, the action of entering someone’s house is somehow
retained and expressed by the following translation of ‘breaking and entering’, where
‘di domicilio’ (of domicile, domestic) is added to violazione (violation/breaking, respecting the Italian CSR violazione di domicilio, similar to ‘housebreaking’) and therefore
compensating the previous lack of specification. Finally, a less technical synonym of
violazione di domicilio is employed to translate the lesser crime of ‘trespass’ (i.e. scon-
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Original script
Well, manslaughter, since burglary is not in play anymore. […]
- Breaking and entering. Plus possession of marijuana.
- Trespass and possession. (TGW 1x03)
Italian FanSubs
Beh, omicidio colposo, visto che il furto non è più in gioco. […]
- Violazione di domicilio con effrazione, più possesso di marijuana.
- Sconfinamento e possesso.

Table 28

Table 28

finamento). A ‘trespass’ would correspond to a civil rather than a criminal infraction in
the Italian system, potentially translatable as “accesso illecito” or “non autorizzato” 17.

6. Conclusions
As stated in the Introduction, this study has a mainly descriptive purpose and therefore does not aim to draw statistical results from the analysis of the corpus. However,
it is among its aims to observe any trends or particular consistencies in the strategies adopted in FanSubs in the translation of legal Culture-Specific References, since
FanSubs are the result of non-conventional translations carried out by heterogeneous
teams of translators who, despite their differences, share the common purpose of giving
accessibility to all those who want to enjoy the TV series.
This study also contributes to providing evidence of the translation strategies employed to cope with the ‘problem’ of Culture-Specific References and fill the gap between
American and Italian cultures and the expertise gap between legal professionals and
the non-expert audience watching them as a form of entertainment.
As regards the type of CSRs retrieved in legal dramas, it can be inferred that since
they stage a wide variety of settings and communicative contexts, all of which are related to law but also to the actual enforcement of law in everyday life, they are also particularly variegated in the types of CSRs embedded. While the translation of pastimes,
foods and drinks etc. is continuously dealt with in other audiovisual genres, it is not
the same for CSRs connected to law, e.g. legal principles, types of courts and officers.
The legal principles and procedures embedded in the Source Text should be translated
efficiently, with particular attention to both keeping the accuracy and the referentiality
of the original text and to keeping the audience familiar with the concepts expressed
and the words used.
With the help of previous taxonomies deriving from similar studies on CSRs in AVT
(Pedersen 2007; Ranzato 2013) it was possible to observe the use of the following strategies to solve the translation problems that FanSubbers are faced with:
1) loans for words with no similar equivalent in the TC, especially if they come from
a non-English word (affidavit, voir dire);
2) calques, official equivalents and literal/direct translations of widely known institutions and semi-technical terms, which make sense and efficiently convey their mean17

I wish to thank one of the anonymous referees who suggested this.
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ing in the TL if translated literally (pretrial, pre-processo; fruit of the forbidden tree,
frutto dell’albero proibito; Supreme Court/High Court, Corte Suprema, Corte Alta);
3) generalizations and hypernyms (attorney-client privilege, segreto professionale;
burglary, furto) or paraphrases for principles, concepts and procedures which do not
have an exact equivalent, but can be easily associated to others in the TC, especially if
these are widely known and familiar to the general audience;
4) explicitation, addition and compensation (burglary, furto con scasso) for terms
which, having no equivalent in the TC, need to be explained by providing further information for the denouement of the plot;
5) elimination/omission for terms which do not have an equivalent in the TC but are
considered as not being essential to understanding the plot.
The first two types of strategies reveal the translator’s intention to keep the reference to the ST as strong as possible (foreignizing approach), while the third and the
fourth blatantly domesticate the specialized ST in favour of the target reader. Omissions can be considered domesticating on the one hand, since they prevent the audience
from coming into contact with unfamiliar terms, but at the same time they operate
‘against’ the audience by subtracting pieces of information from the original text.
The most significant trend observed is towards substitution by means of TC references. These substitutions often hide an actual discrepancy between the original meaning and the meaning in the TC (as in imputato vs. convenuto) and even more frequently
translate technical terms with non-technical ones (felony as crimine; closing statement
as arringa finale), terms with different meanings (felony murder as omicidio; opening
statement as dichiarazione d’apertura), or even neologisms. Most technical terms, in
fact, are translated by means of ad hoc forms, which have become more and more standardized and enable an ‘automatized’ translation process, an aspect which allows a more
time-efficient and effortless translation. ‘Standardized’ translations of legal CSRs in
FanSubs represent a good compromise between domesticating and foreignizing, as they
make it possible to retain their ST monoreferentiality and to convey it in the TT. At the
same time, FanSubbers use terms which are familiar in the TC (although incorrect to
some extent) or create terms which over time have become familiar to the target audience. The interconnection between the standardized forms observed in legal drama and
FanSubs is rooted in the very nature of FanSubs and in the ‘minimax’ principle noted
before: the FanSubbers’ intention to produce easily accessible and ready-to-download
translations, in teams and in an incredibly short time, has led them to choose a strategy
which allows them to translate as efficiently as possible with the minimum effort.
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